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Some algorithms

 The shortest path algorithms——Dijkstra （O（n2

））， Bellman-Ford（ Negative weight edge ）
and Floyd （O（n3））

The time complexity——Dijkstra
（1）Adjacency matrix  O(n2)

（2）Adjacency list and binary heap O((m+n)log2 n) 

（3）Adjacency list and Fibonacci heap O(m+nlog2n)

 The Minimum spanning tree algorithms——prim

(Adjacency matrix :O(n2) Adjacency list: 

O(mlog2n)) ，kruskal and Sollin(Boruvka)
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The matching algorithm - Hungarian 

algorithm

The network flow algorithm -——Ford-

Fulkerson

The algorithms on other aspects such as 

connectivity, coloring, traversal, Clique etc.
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An example for Dijkstra ：
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The key point: the shortest path from the source v to 

any vertex in S is not greater than the shortest path 

from v to any vertex in U.



Step Set S Set U

1 S={A} U={B，C，D，E，F}

Update the distances from A to the vertices in U

A→B＝６ A→C＝３ A→D＝５
A→other vertices=∞

Put the vertex C with the lowest weight into the set S.

2 S={A，C} U={B，D，E，F}

Update the distances from A to the vertices in U

A→B＝６ A→D＝５ A→E＝７
A→F=∞

Put the vertex D with the lowest weight into the set S.

3 S={A，C，D} U={B，E，F}

Update the distances from A to the vertices in U

A→B＝６ A→E＝７ A→F＝13

Put the vertex B with the lowest weight into the set S.
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Setp Set S Set U

4 S={A，B，C，D} U={E，F}

Update the distances from A to the 

vertices in U

A→E＝７ A→F＝13

Put the vertex E with the lowest weight 

into the set S.

5 S={A，B，C，D，E} U={F}

Update the distances from A to the 

vertices in U

A→F＝12

Put the vertex F with the lowest weight 

into the set S.

6 S={A，B，C，D，E，F} The set U is empty and the algorithm is 

over.



Floyd's Algorithm: For each pair of vertices u and v 

in G, we see if there is a vertex w such that the 

sum of the distance from u to w and from w to v is 

shorter than the distance from u to v.

for(k=0;k<n; k++) 

{ 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

for(j=0;j<n;j++) 

if(D[i][j]>(D[i][k]+D[k][j])) 

{

D[i][j]=D[i][k]+D[k][j]; 

} 

}
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Some shortest paths

• A——B：

• E——F
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A E DH BC

E H D GI F

1 85 4 23

5 4 79 68



Introduction to cyclic vertex 
(edge) connectivity

 The concept of cyclic connectivity was proposed by 

Tait in 1880. 

 It has appeared in some theories developed for

solving the Four Color Conjecture.

The vertex connectivity and edge connectivity in 

graph theory are often used to measure network 

reliability. 

The cyclic vertex (edge) connectivity is a kind of 

conditional connectivity.
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The problem on a polynomial time algorithm for 

determining the cyclic vertex (edge) connectivity of 

a graph has been standing for many years. 

The polynomial algorithms for determining the 

cyclic edge connectivity of cubic graphs and k-

regular graphs had not been solved until a few 

years ago.

It is not known yet whether the problem to 

determine the cyclic vertex connectivity of a graph 

is a P-problem.
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Some results for cyclic edge connectivity

• In 2004， Dvorak et.al. gave an algorithm for 

cyclic edge connectivity of cubic graphs, and the 

time complexity of their algorithm was O(v2 log2

v).

• In 2005， Lou and Wang gave an algorithm 

determining the cyclic edge connectivity of k-

regular graphs, then the time complexity of the 

algorithm was improved to O(k9v6) by Lou and 

Liang in 2014. 
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• In 2008, Lou  and Wang charactered all graphs 

with infinite cyclic edge connectivity. (O(|V||E|))
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The cyclic edge connectivity of planar 

graphs

Plummer,1972 

A planar 5-connected graph has a cyclic edge 

connectivity of at most 13, while the planar 4-

connected graph has a cyclic edge connectivity of 

any integer greater than or equal to 4.

In 2009, Lu Y gave an algorithm for cyclic 

edge connectivity of planar graphs.(O(|V|4))
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Some results for cyclic vertex 

connectivity
• In 2016, we gave a polynomial algorithm for 

cyclic vertex connectivity of cubic graphs.  

O(v15/2)

• In 2017, we gave a random algorithm for 

cyclic vertex connectivity of some graphs 

satisfying some conditions.
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Cubic graphs 
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The main idea of algorithm of cubic graphs is that: 

we firstly find all induced cycles of length less than or 

equal to 4(log2v + 1), and put these cycles into a set F. 

Then for any two disjoint cycles in F, we find a vertex 

cutset to separate them. Then the minimum vertex 

cutset is the minimum cyclic vertex cutset, and the 

cardinality of the minimum cyclic vertex cutset is cyclic 

vertex connectivity ck(G). In Algorithm 1, the symbol s 

denotes the initial value of ck(G).



Algorithm 1:
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N1(a0) = {v0 ，v6 }，N2 (a0) = {v1，v2，v3 }，
N1(am)={v1，v4 }，N2 (am) = ∅，N1(an) = 

{v5，v6 }，和N2(an) = ∅。
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K-regular graphs

Algorithm 2 (for 4-regular graphs):
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Random  Algorithms for cyclic edge connectivity of 

some graphs
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Machine learning algorithm——Adaboost:
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Reference: 机器学习十大算法.pdf
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Figure 1 (From PRML)
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Error rate:
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The  weight of each weak classifier :

Update the weight distribution of training samples:
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• Symbol function Sign:



Further Problems

• whether the determination of the cyclic 

vertex  connectivity of graphs (k-regular 

graphs) is an NP problem.

• How to use the distributed algorithm and 

the random algorithm to determine the 

cyclic edge connectivity and the cyclic 

vertex connectivity of graphs.
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Thank you!
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